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The Nubian
Network hates
no one. We just
don't hold any
white people in
reverence!
CRACK HEAD
NEWS

because a drug can be used, but one
time. A person can be used over

Black GrapeVine news- The most
powerful and devastating recently
marketed products to AfricanAmericans were not Jordan's',
Timberland's, Gucci, Fendi, or even
Victoria Secret under garments.
The champ was READY ROCK.
The jury is still out on whether it
was as devastating as White Jesus
for the long term.

How many Africans or Black

WE ARE BACK
FROM
VACATION YO!

THE UNCONSCIOUS
COMMUNITY- PT.2
EDITION
At least Black people have a lot of
places where their own people will
accept them with no problem. What
other people can say the same?

Human trafficking and the sex
trade have become more popular,

Mnuchin has scuttled the plan
approved in the Obama
administration to honor American
heroine Harriet Tubman by putting
her image on the $20 bill.

people do you see in Europe killing
animals as trophies?

Nike recalled some American flag

and over again.

shoes after a complaint by Colin
Kaepernick, which got Black
Conservations all bent out of shape.
Whatever!

If a person is not conscious but un-

You been watching news- Black

conscious, than what state of mind
are they in? Could it be that they
just do things to do then without
thought. Perhaps they do whatever
their leaders program them to do
whenever they want then to do
whatever!

When you choose acting as a
profession, you don't always get to
choose what parts you play. It all
depends on who pays the bills
Shawty. Better act like you know!
Same thing with politic! Who pays
the bills?

At the behest of President Trump,
Treasury Secretary Steven

scientist and economist are alerting
you that more than 3,500 stores are
expected to close over the next
several months. Stay conscious!

The United States had no business
enslaving Black Africans and
limiting their opportunities for
400+ years. The United States
should pay them Reparations.
Anyone who doesn't like it, should
be given a one-way ticket back to
wherever they came from. Don't be
offended, just pay up!

Your face just might be stored in
someone's or some company's data
base. Experts say that there will be
no place that a person will be able
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to hide. So much for privacy right
Shawty!. Facial recognition is now
giving people social credit scores.
Imagine going someplace to bu
furniture and some ass hole tells
you that you have a low social
credit score.

Keep your eyes and ears open for
Reparation Blockers of the Negro
kind. They have as much hatred for
Black people as racist White people
do. They are not our worst enemy,
because most of them are negative,
broke, un-conscious and sleepy,
still trying to secretly get their
cheddar off un-suspecting dopes. .

Cyber attacks are not only stealing
people's identities; they are now
stealing people's images and facial
recognition identities.

Drugs not only corrupt police, but
they also corrupt doctors and
nurses too.

Cannabis has been a medicine for
well over 3,000 years. Marijuana
was only criminalized because of
racism and xenophobia.

Black hair has always been a
coding system.

Moor Black Grapevine newsYoung and old Black people need
to compare notes. Ain't no way
they both should be experiencing
the same dis-eases, unless our
enemies got something
"environmental" going on.

If you consider yourself conscious,
you must respect the living as well
as the dead. It's the unconscious
that build houses for the dead and
dying!

The Census Bureau says 3.6
million people in the US use a
wheelchair.

HERU - PERU
China had poured more concrete in
just 3 years, than the U.S. did in all
the 20th century.

Not everything in the Universe is
friendly.

The German's started their first
African colony in Namibia and
murdered at least 100,000 Africans.
Some claim it was a testing ground
for Hitler's concentration camps

than Africa. There are at least 5,000
pyramids in what is sometimes
called Latin America.

ABORTION IS A FORM
OF HUMAN SACRIFICE
Colleges should volunteer to help

of genocide, where people are
forced to identify themselves.

with the Reparations movements.
They've gained a lot of money and
facilities from their investments in
Black athletes representing them
for little to nothing guaranteed,
except a huge windfall of cash for
their institutions and prolonged
racism.

What's Up with all these Black

In the U.S., in 2015, White men

Somebody needs to tell President
Trump to go back where he came
from...that is if they would accept
him back..

Symbolization is one of the stages

folks that want somebody to kiss
their ass, make them happy, solve
their problems for them, heal their
aches and pains and give them what
they think they are worth? They
better go find Jesus and hope shyt
happens for them in the next
lifetime. lol

had higher median hourly earnings
than all except Asian men. White
women had higher hourly earning
than all woman except Asian
women.

Keep an eye on the Arabs that are

genocide where the government
denies it has committed any crime.

enjoying CAMEL RACING as a
wagering event. Hear tell that slave
children are being used as jockeys.

We live in an era of the DAM
FOOL! Prove other wise!

White people want financial
compensation for the special
moments they have lost in life, but
don't want Black people to have
shyt for the centuries of special
moments that we have lost. That's
mighty white of them.

Archaeologist, using LYDAR
TECHNOLOGY, have recently
found pyramids in Antarctica, the
coldest and Southern most
continent in the world. This region
is believed to have been
uninhabited for 12 million years.

Unconscious white people have yet
to figure out the differing
combinations and variants of sound
and light technology.

Many scholars believe that there
are more pyramids in the Americas

Shawty and Yo got law degrees
from Judge Judy! lol

Denial is one of the stages of

Moor Black GrapeVine news- Bill
Clinton was affectionately called
the First Black President, because
he played the saxophone and
smoked weed. It may not be time to
get rid of the "N" word just yet!

Moor Wigga news- The 70 million
dollars worth of heroin confiscated
by the police force by the French
Connection, just disappeared from
police custody. lol

When conscious Black people find
themselves in a state of unrest,
anywhere on the planet, they will
move if at all possible.

It's kind of creepy when all a
Negro wants to do is entertain all
the dam time.

Black health experts suggest that
Black people should drink 8 glasses
of water per day. Not Kool Aid,
Sweet Tea, Gatorade, Soda, Soft
Drinks or PowerAde, but
WATER!.
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The more we become ourselves,

Men usually don't like women

the more we petrify our enemy.

challenging them. Who does?

The Aztecs left records that

of Texas, had won de facto
independence from Mexico in
the Texas Revolution (1835–36)

proclaim they had no idea who
built their cities.

The reasons you sleep with
somebody are not the same reasons
you stay with them for more than a
day or a lifetime. Nor are they the
same reasons that make you run for
your life!

Most people don't know that
Tokyo was bombed before
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Are American soldiers fighting
abroad, becoming addicted to
opiates? Thank you for your
service!

Some of the people calling
themselves revolutionaries,
militants and conscious are full of
shyt! Don't get it twisted Yo!

Pure cocaine dissolves in water.
The WNBA has no policies in
place for domestic violence or any
influx of trans-gender women.

Moor Wigga news- Any scientist
that doesn't believe that Black
people populated the Earth long
before Caucasians came out the ir
caves is a Wigger!

BILL JENKINS LIVES,
LATASHA HARLINS
LIVES, SATCHEL PAIGE
LIVES, DR. AMOS
WILSON LIVES, MARVA
COLLINS LIVES, MUNIR
MUHAMMAD LIVES,
PERNELL WHITAKER
LIVES, ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD LIVES,
ART NEVILLE LIVES and
JUNIOR WALKER
LIVES.
North Korea often uses "ghost
ships" to get around U.N.
sanctions.

BLACKOLOGY
Don't let your business be declared
a "hobby" by the IRS, due to you
not keeping good records. Keep
records from the start! Do what
works for you and yours! As far as
double and triple booking...that's on
you!

The best thing to happen for the
Mexican Cartels was Bill Clinton's
NAAFTA agreement. History is
slowly catching up with your First
Black President Yo!

THE UN-CONSCIOUS
COMMUNITY! LOL
Black people in the U.S. won't
practice group economics. Yeah,
we talking about you Shawty!

Knowledge and wisdom can be
abused.

What is a pacifist? You sure you
not one Shawty?

Black GrapeVine news- Facial

Polarization is one of the stages of

recognition technology is prone to
errors, and when it comes to racial
bias at airports, there's a good
chance it's not learning from its
mistakes. Facial recognition
technologies are more likely to
misidentify people of color and
women. It seems like DNA
technology and DNA bad guesses
ain't the only thing half ass!

genocide where the government
broadcasts propaganda to turn the
populace against the group.

Many a white person in Canada
unwittingly call Black people in
Canada...African Americans!

The Treaty of Guadalupe- Hildalgo
in 1848, was fashioned after the
U.S. defeated the current Mexican
republic, regime in the Mexican
American War. Mexico conceded
these territories to the U.S.:
California, Nevada, Utah, most of
Arizona, about half of
New Mexico, about a quarter of
Colorado, and a small section of
Wyoming. A total of 525,000
square miles. The Republic

90% of the Black people that were
lynched were business owners.
White people lynched the ones who
could read, write, compute, had
businesses, seemed intelligent and
whomever they thought was a
threat to the white establishment.

ABORTION IS A
BLOODY RITUAL
PRACTICE.
Even before Christianity, most of
your ancient cultures had a
collective fear of the sky.

The War on Drugs and the War on
Terror have collided. The U.S. is
losing both wars Homey!

Our time with Caucasians has
never bear fruit.
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Caucasians don't call themselves
grave robbers and looters as they
rob graves of artifacts and
treasures. What if that shoe were
on the other foot. What if Black
and Brown people started digging
up their white ancestors resting
places for cheddar and jewels.

Every reference to the "HUMAN
SPIRIT" was removed from the
Holy books most Black people now
follow and have interpreted for
them.

Moor Wigga news- There will be a
lot of white people suffering with
bipolar depression if Black people
get Reparations.

Republicans and Democrats are
now accepting applications from
the Black UN-conscious
community. Why ain't nobody
talking about that? We can only
guess that somebody died for you
to be accepted into that twisted
mess! lol

JEWISH
POPULATIONS
TOP TEN
United States

Extermination is one of the stages
of genocide with wholesale
elimination of a group. It is
extermination and not murder,
because the people are not
considered human.

Nothing new is being created in
Western society without Black
people. White people cannot
survive without Black people.

F. Y. I
COUNTRIES WITH
THE LARGEST

Caucasians were more animal than
anything else.

There are still Black people in the

France

U.S. who would rather fight each
other over trivial matters and
personal pursuits, than their
obvious, omnibus enemy.

Canada

Ndaté Yalla Mbodj, the last queen

Russia

of Senegal, fought off the French,
Arabs and Moors.

Israel

United Kingdom
Argentina

The Olmecs, the Mother

Ukraine

civilization of the Americas,
invented the rubber ball.

Brazil

There are well-organized groups of

Australia

BLACK
FACTS

In 1829, the Guerrero decree
conditionally abolished
slavery throughout Mexican
territories. It was a decision that
increased tensions with
slaveholders among the AngloAmericans. After the Texas
Revolution ended in 1836, the
Constitution of the Republic of
Texas made slavery legal.

Afrikans always knew that

beings on planet Earth that do not
consider Black people as human.

The pyramids and mounds in
China were built with "Rammed
Earth" walls. In 246 B.C.E, China
doesn't exist. There were seven
kingdoms that were fighting for
supremacy, which later, when
united, become China, ruled by
Emperor Qin. The pyramids were
built at least 200 years before he
came to dominate the area. .

Black civilizations have always has
a sacred relationship with water.

Sometimes we have to take the
good with the bad, but all
knowledge is rooted in reality.
The following information
doesn’t even get out to ½ of
1% of our people!
The Kingdom of Kush was an
ancient kingdom in Nubia, located
in what is now the Sudanese and
southern Egyptian Nile Valley. The
Kushites era of rule in Nubia was
established after the Late Bronze
Age collapse and the disintegration
of the New Kingdom of Egypt.
Kush was centered at Napata
during its early phase.

Nubia, Kemet, the Kingdoms of
Ghana, Mali and Songhai were all
economic powers.

The Black people of Kemet had
paid citizens to build pyramids and
temples that have had a lasting
legacy to this day.

In the Afrikan world, everything
you see is the Creator, yet
everything you see is not the
Creator. You do not see everything
the Creator is.

Ankor Wat, which once had the
largest temple on Earth, is located
in what is now called Northern
Cambodia. All the temples in that
area were held together with iron.

St. Louis was originally called
Manti, by indigenous people. .

Ancient Egyptian (Kamites) had
electricity.
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Much of ancient Black
civilizations is hidden uner water,
ice and sand.

The Spanish failed to colonize the
Mississippians, when their capital
was Cahokia, which was a hub of a
major trading network, with
mounds of various sizes, some 70
feet high.
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Stonehenge. The "Avery" stone
circles are the largest in the world.

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Thomas Jefferson

actually has eight sides and no 2
blocks are alike.

Easter Island, with the largest
weighing at least 250 tons. None of
the glyphs in the area can be
translated, deciphered, but the
glyphs seem to relate to Mohenjo
Daro, some 12, 500 miles away.

SUB-URBAN MYTHS?
Believe it or not!
Caucasian women lead the world
in abortions performed on them.

The Romans were the first to
produce weapons on an industrial
scale.

White women are more likely to be
beaten by White men, than by any
other group.

With the color caste system

In the 16th century syphilis was

(Varna) in India, the majority of the
jobs leaving the United States and
going to India are given to the
Brahman upper class patrons to
disseminate to those lower than
them.

running rampant in England and
was introduced to the Americas by
colonist.

The main, metaphysical tool that

Americans kidnapped, raped, killed
and enslaved Africans for over 400
years.

Europeans are using to program
Africans is the Bible, with the
Koran running a close second.

Most Vikings were farmers, not

The first potatoes were cultivated

Europe, because of Africans.

in Peru by the Karul civilization.

White scientist came up with the

Not one Afrikan agreed to be a

idea s of Levitra and Viagra,
because so many White men had
erectile dysfunction.

slave. Afrikans were brought to the
Americas & Europe by capture,
force of arms and illegal transport
out of our domiciles of origin, into
a forced jurisdiction as slaves, as
property.

The Stone Circles in Avery,
England, are older than those in

LAW & ORDER

LOSING THEIR WAY

The Great Pyramid of Giza

Scientist can't date the statues on

South Africans for diamonds and
land grabs.

"When we talk about respect for
law, you gotta have law that
deserves respect."

they are a threat to white genetic
annihilation.

Bible more than any other countries
in the world. Both most certainly
are in Afrika and undoubtedly the
home of Afrikans.

Cecil Rhodes killed millions of

Richard Nixon

The darker a person is the greater

Egypt and Ethiopia appear in the

are returning with mental illness or
substance abuse.

warriors.

Caucasians are out of the caves of

U.S. veterans from the war in Iraq
are beginning to show up at
homeless shelters around the
country, and advocates fear they
are the leading edge of a new
generation of homeless vets not
seen since the Vietnam era. Many

"Freedom is lost gradually from an
uninterested, uninformed and
uninvolved people"

AMERICAN PRISON
Shane Bauer
"In Louisiana, Black women were
put in cells with male prisoners and
some became pregnant. In 1848,
legislators passed a new law
declaring that all children born in
the penitentiary of African
American parents serving life
sentences would be property of the
State. The women would raise the
kids until the age of ten, at which
point the penitentiary would place
an ad in the newspaper. Thirty days
later, the children would be
auctioned off on the courthouse
steps 'cash on delivery'. The
proceeds were used to fund schools
for White children...many of the
Black children were purchased by
prison officials".

THE BOOK OF MEME
LAW
Britt Minshall
"If your mind is based on judgment
and hatred, separation and the
punishment of other, so also is your
faith. If you base your life on hate,
prejudice, self superiority and
anger, then so too will be your
God."
~
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SOLITARY MAN
Neil Diamond

Melinda was mine 'til the time

The troubles and divisions in
Northern Ireland are still there.

That I found her
Holding Jim
And loving him
Then Sue came along, loved me
strong
That's what I thought
Ya, me and Sue
But that died too

The CIA introduced LSD to the

Don't know that I will

The "Black" plague decimated half

But until I can find me
The girl who'll stay
And won't play games behind me
I'll be what I am
A solitary man
Solitary man

of Europe's and Asia's population.

50 WAYS TO LEAVE
YOUR LOVER
Paul Simon

The problem is all inside your
head, she said to me
The answer is easy if you take it
logically
I'd like to help you in your struggle
to be free
There must be fifty ways to leave
your lover

Just slip out the back, Jack, make a
new plan, Stan
Don't need to be coy, Roy, just
listen to me
Hop on the bus, Gus, don't need to
discuss much
Just drop off the key, Lee, and get
yourself free

IF EVER I WOULD
LEAVE YOU
Robert Goulet

If ever I would leave you
It wouldn't be in summer.
Seeing you in summer
I never would go.
Your hair streaked with sunlight,
Your lips red as flame,
Your face with a lustre
That puts gold to shame!

white youth of America.

Pyramids, both stone and earthen,
are all over what is now called the
Americas, North and South.

50% of the world's steel
production is done in China.

The Germans have supplied the
Arabs with most of their food
items. There is no natural food in
Arabia.

White women have a shortage of

Blood types are a 20 million year
mystery to colorless people.

AMERICA'S
WHITEST
STATES
1) Maine
2) Vermont
3) West Virginia
4) New Hampshire
5) Montana
6) Iowa
7) North Dakota

human milk.

8) Kentucky

Since antiquity, Caucasian mining

9) Wyoming

and smelting for the weapons
industry have contaminated their
rivers, land and air.

!10) South Dakota

Every two minutes, somewhere in
America, someone is sexually
assaulted.

Europeans always lived in an
environment where they had to kill
to live.

THE

GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

Demand remains constant for legal
and illegal drugs in America and
rewards always outweigh the risks
with drug distribution.

One out of every six American
women has been the victim of an
attempted or completed rape in
their lifetime.

The United Nations now lists
Mexico as the number one center
for the supply of young children to
North America. Most are sold to
rich, childless couples unwilling to
wait for bona fide adoption
agencies to provide them with a
child. The majority of these young
children are sent to international
pedophile organizations.

Columbus only wrote in Spanish.

(OUR STORY)
Every utterance that you read here
will not be popular, but we should
always be grateful to the people
that align themselves with the lives
of other Afrikans. They don’t have
to, but for the love of their people
they do. They make conscious
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decisions to continue the work of
the ancestors.

CONVERTING THE
UNCONSCIOUS TO THE
CONSCIOUS
The Gospel According To
Dr. Kwame Ture
“You cannot win freedom on
instincts. You can only win
freedom on reason. The
unconscious are those who act on
instinct. The conscious are those
who act on reason. The job of the
conscious is to make the
unconscious conscious.”

HORRIFIC WAR
The Gospel According To
Kamose Muhammad

"The ferocious greed of the
European to take Africa was so
horrific that it lead the White man
into war with his White brother,
producing the first of the greatest of
all out wars the planet has ever
seen at that time, World War I"

THE CODE
The Gospel According To
Neely Fuller
“What White people want more
than anything else is White
supremacy!

ONE OF US
The Gospel According To
Malcolm X
"Just know they'll hire one of us,
just to kill one of us, just to say it
was one of us."

NATIONALITY
The Gospel According To
Malcolm X
"Just because a cat has kittens in
an over, you don't call them
biscuits."

INHERIT THE EARTH?
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke
"The meek shall inherit nothing
except more chains."

YES, ALL WHITE
PEOPLE ARE RACIST
The Gospel According To
Art Blair
"Yes, all white people are racist.
"When you say 'all white people'
Whites and indoctrinated Blacks
rush to claim that is unfair because
they are 'individuals;' but this sense
of individualism in and of itself is a
privilege. Individualism is a facet
of privilege.
Folks get MAD when you say
#AllWhitePeople, because we've
been trained to look at white people
as 'individuals' even though they
are conditioned to look at us as a
group. White people are raised to
believe they are unique, special
snowflakes- individuals capable of
achieving whatever they set their
minds to- while Black / Asian
people are raised to believe we are
part of a monolithic group; one that
at any minute can be seen as a
threat so we must act accordingly
so as to make everyone around us
"comfortable".
We do not have the privilege of
individualism. So spare me your
whining about "not all white
people".
Yes, all white people. All white
people are products of a racist,
white supremacist system, and
therefore are indoctrinated with
racist, white supremacist teachings.
Can racism be unlearned? I think,
yes. *But most white people
DON'T unlearn it, because they
can't even admit they have a
problem. * You can't opt out of the
system. You can't opt out of your
privilege. You can't opt out of its

benefits if you're born with white
skin."

CLASS OF PARASITES
The Gospel According To
Thomas Sowell
"No society ever thrived because it
had a large and growing class of
parasites living off those who
produce".

NEED FOR
REPARATIONS
The Gospel According To
Ta-Hanesi Coates
"America was a thief of our labor
and practiced White Supremacy
after Slaver by continued thievery
and economic exclusion".

A CONSCIOUS THREAT
The Gospel According To
James Baldwin
"The victim who is able to
articulate the situation of the victim
has ceased to be a victim, he has
become a threat!"

DO FOR SELF
The Gospel According To
Marcus Garvey
"No one will do more for you than
what you will do for yourself"

NEVER SATISFIED.
The Gospel According To
Robert Mugabe
"You cannot give a woman
everything she needs. If God
himself gave her eyebrows, they
shave it and draw their own. God
gave them nails, they cut it off and
fixed their own. God gave them
hair. They cut it off and fixed their
own. He gave them breast. They
repackage it to what they want.
God still gave them buttocks. They
arrange it to the size they want. If
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even God can't satisfy them, then
who are you to think that you can
please them? My brother, don't kill
yourself!"

Many a tear has to fall but it's all in
the game
All in the wonderful game that we
know as love
You have words with him and your
future's looking dim
But these things your hearts can
rise above

HOW IMAGES WORK
The Gospel According To
Dr. Anthony Browder
“We need to realize racism is an
unavoidable fact of life in America.
We need to understand how racist
images attack us constantly 24
hours a day. We need to understand
that whoever is responsible for
creating images will ultimately
determine your level of
consciousness. How you feel about
yourself is determined by how you
see yourself. And if the images that
are constantly projected about you
say that you are less than
human…then you will act less than
human. Others will regard you as
less than human.

MALE & FEMALE
FOREVER EVER
The Gospel According To

GOOD DAY
OLD TOWN ROAD
Lil Nas X

Yeah, I'm gonna take my horse to
the old town road
I'm gonna ride 'til I can't no more
I'm gonna take my horse to the old
town road
I'm gonna ride 'til I can't no more
I got the horses in the back
Horse tack is attached
Hat is matte black
Got the boots that's black to match
Ridin' on a horse, ha
You can whip your Porsche
I been in the valley
You ain't been up off that porch,
now

TRUTH HURTS

Dr. Charles Finch
“In the ancient, Afrikan
conception, there is no male
without female, no female without
male ever. You never have them
separate. They always come
together. There is no universe
without that complimentary there!”

RISE AGAINST
EXPLOITATION
The Gospel According To
Ologosun Obasanjo
“Africans had been globalized into
slavery, colonialism, poverty,
oppression and lop-sidedness of the
world's economic situation.
Globalization being preached by
the West is “another form of
bondage for the black race.”

Lizzo

Why men great 'til they gotta be
great?
Woo

I just took a DNA test, turns out
I'm 100% that bitch
Even when I'm crying crazy
Yeah, I got boy problems, that's the
human in me
Bling bling, then I solve 'em, that's
the goddess in me
You coulda had a bad bitch, noncommittal
Help you with your career just a
little
You're 'posed to hold me down, but
you're holding me back
And that's the sound of me not
calling you back

IT'S ALL IN THE GAME
Tommy Edwards / Four Tops

Greg Street ft. Nappy Roots

It's nappy hour
a yo street country boyz is back its
6 o' clock
its time to have a good day
i got up this mornin and i said ima
do somethin for the united streets
of America
so i got nappy roots in here i got
big al 3 6 in here
this is Greg Street certified
and today yea your gonna see
another street boy playin the piano
We're gonna have we're gonna have
a good day
and all my homies gonna ride
today
and all these mommies look fly
today
and all we want do is get by today
hhheeeyyy

BEFORE I LET GO
Beyonce
Frankie Beverly and Maze

You made me happy
This you can bet
It's clear right beside me
And I won't forget
And I really love you
You should know
I want to make sure I'm right, girl
Before I let go

TOXIC MASCULINITY
Kathy Zhu

43% of boys are raised by single
mother.
78% of teachers are female
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So, close to 50% of boys have
100% feminine influence at home
and 80% feminine influence at
school.
Toxic masculinity isn't the problem
The lack of masculinity is!

THE “N” WORD
Chuck D
“We will soon see the American
Nigga Factory become the AntiNigga Machine.”

GET FREE STUFF?
Fari Supiva

My people b like; why aren't there
more Black businesses so we can
get free stuff

Nothing here is designed especially
for us. We are an afterthought.
Once we made laws that helped put
us back in balance and stop
foolishness in it's tracks. Things
never were perfect, but we always
devised ways and our own LAWS
to help and protect ourselves. Now
somebody just makes laws tht
contain us in a state of un-balance,
attacking each other, never
knowing the many ways our
enemies attack us. Then some
charming Negro come up with...we
are our own worst enemy. Worse
enemy should be a label for
whoever put us in this CAGE,
keeps the doors locked and has a
uniformed gang on constant
patrol."

WHAT A FOOL
BELIEVES HE SEES
The Gospel According To
Nelson Mandela
"Fools multiple when wise men are
silent."

GET INVOLVED
Anonymous Submission
"To become s whole people in a
racist state is not going to be easy!"

GOOD MEN
Anonymous submission
"Men who fear commitment, were
once boys who feared separation.
Every man alive was birthed by a
woman.

By saying, "where are good men?
Do they exist?" you're challenging
the existence of good women. If
you feel good men don't
exist...raise one!

CRUSADES - NEW &
OLD
The Gospel According To
Mumia Abu-Jamal

“The most important reality to
define is the meaning of one’s
human being-ness. That’s nobody’s
conversation but ours. We can’t
even allow them to enter in the
possibility of engaging in
conjecture. They can’t even wonder
about what it means to be Afrikan
people unless you’re Afrikan.
That’s nobody’s business but ours.”

THE LAST
SALE
(DEAL)
ON DVD's
(Black History is
24/7/365)

IT'S OVER YO!

“The Europeans saw the Crusades
as a noble assignment from the
Popes to 'liberate' Jerusalem
from the hands of the "infidels", the
Muslim Arabs and Moors. The
Arabs saw the era as one of
unrelenting bloodshed and cruelty
at the hands of the Christians, and
saw the dark days of European
colonialism as an echo of that
earlier period.”

POWER
The Gospel According To

WORST ENEMY

Dr. Wade Nobles

Anonymous submission

“The definition of power is a
psychological question. It is not a
military question. It is not a
economic question. It’s not a social

"As far as i know we have not
made one LAW that would put us
back into equilibrium or balance.

question. It is a psychological
question. Power is the ability to
define reality and to have other
people respond to your definition
as if it were their own. Our
dilemma, our problem is that we
allow other people to define the
meaning of who we are. And once
we accepted their definition we
gave them power.

SEE
YA!

